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“Let’s meet at the Holland café” 

 
Slush will take place in November 11-12, 2015.  This biggest startup event in Northern Europe 
and Eurasia offers many opportunities for well-prepared startups to get good contacts and even 
substantial funding; for investors to meet new talents and for everyone an interesting 
opportunity to see what the latest trends are and where the new innovations will take place. In 
addition to that, Slush offers an opportunity to present the Dutch startup ecosystem and services 
to a wide audience of startups, investors and other companies.  
 
Slush brings together startups and tech talents, top-tier international investors, executives, 
media and politicians. The event has grown fast. In 2014 Slush gathered over 14 000 participants 
from 79 countries, which doubled the attendees from 7000 participants in 2013. There were 
more than 3,600 companies from around the world; including 1396 startups. Largest countries by 
attendance were Finland, Sweden, Estonia, Russia, China, Germany and the UK. These startups 
were then fighting for the attention of the 750 registered investors and 700 media 
representative. 
 
This year one of the key-note speakers at Slush will be Ms. Neelie Kroes. Her participation will 
already raise interest towards Dutch ecosystem. The Embassy will maximize the opportunities 
and visibility by having a Holland café at Slush and also by organizing special events.  
 
More information about Slush: http://www.slush.org/ 
 
Holland café 
 
This will be used for several purposes:  
 

 Showroom for Dutch startups and expertise  

 Meeting place for Dutch participants and everyone interested in learning about Dutch 
companies 

 Putting Holland on everyone’s lips  
 

http://www.slush.org/
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Country booths are not very popular at Slush. It is said that startups are able to meet more 
investors when located in a sectorial booth than when in a special country-booth. Therefore a 
separate country-booth is not really an option for Slush. But an example, UK’s own double-bus at 
the middle of Slush from last year, shows that when the country has something interesting to 
offer, it will get the attention and the startups as well.   
 
Even though startups will be advised to apply for a sectorial demo booths, Holland café will also 
give them extra visibility. Separate Dutch events will be organized at the café and also startups 
will be given an opportunity to introduce them at the café in a small section. 
 
Holland café will also serve as a public café during the two event dates. Therefore it will function 
as a meeting place for any participants. “Let’s meet at the Holland café” will hopefully be heard 
several times during the event.  
 
Cafeteria (42m2) will be on the same floor as the demo area. It will be very close to two of the 
stages (black stage is the main stage, where also Ms. Kroes will speak).  
 

Dutch events 
 

On both mornings, there will be a specific Dutch breakfast (time to be decided) at Holland café. It 
will be a meeting time for all the Dutch participants, but also be open for other audience. 
Breakfasts could have specific topics. These will be organized by the Embassy.  

 On Wednesday 11 the breakfast would be about getting ready for Slush, last tips for 
startups and meeting other Dutch participants. Main speakers could be e.g. both Dutch 
and foreign investors, who would give tips for startups in how to approach investors, 
where to meet them etc.  

 
Other planned events:  
 
On Wednesday 11 there could be an afternoon coffee session with Neelie Kroes and startups to 
share information about Dutch startup scene and latest innovations. Target audience is the 
media and Finnish partners.  
 
A special reception for Dutch startups to meet with interesting investors and potential partners 
will also be organized on Wednesday 11.  
 
Possibilities for startups and companies:  
 
The Holland café could also be used as a place to launch a new product or service. This 
opportunity will be marketed to all Dutch companies in the coming months. Contact the embassy 
soon and we can plan together.  
 
Holland café could also be used to set up one-to-one meetings and other networking meetings.  
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What does it cost?  

 

The Embassy has negotiated a special pricing for Dutch companies coming to Slush: 

 
For Startups:  

 
Early-bird Startup Passes (registration prior to September 15th): 

 Early-stage Startup Pass 165€ (normal price 195€) 

 Startup Pass 250€ (normal price 295€) 
 
Startup Passes (registration after September 15th): 

 Early-stage Startup Pass 220€ (normal price 295€) 

 Startup Pass 310€ (normal price 395€) 
 
Demo packages: 

 Early-stage demo package: demo booth for one day + 2 early-stage startup passes 700€ 
(normal price 900€) 

 Demo package: demo booth for one day + 2 startup passes 1300€ (regular price 1600€)    
 
For other participants: 
 

 Conference Pass 340€ (normal price 395€) 
 
Prices are valid until the event or as long as there are tickets available. 

 
 
What is Slush:  
 

I always thought Silicon Valley was the epicenter of global innovation. After Slush, I changed my 
mind,” said Wang Jian, CTO at Alibaba after visiting Slush in 2014.  
 
Once a year, Slush fills Helsinki with positive energy and bride ideas from all over the world.  
 
First Slush was organized in 2008 by a group of enthusiastic startup entrepreneurs and students 
of Aalto University. They started their own accelerator program called Startup Sauna and also 
decided to start organizing a startup conference called Slush. The first conference gathered 300 
participants mainly from Finland. These actions institutionalized after the founding of Startup 
Sauna Foundation. It was founded in September 2012 by fifty-seven individual serial 
entrepreneurs and investors started the Foundation with broad national support.  
 
Slush also gathers many politicians, nowadays from all over the world. Not only the key ministers 
from Finland, including the Prime Minister of Finland, Alexander Stubb, but also Prime Minister 
of Estonia, Taavi Rõivas; Vice Premier of the People’s Republic of China, Wang Yang; Deputy 
Prime Minister of the Russian Federation, Arkady Dvorkovich as well as Minister of State for 
Digital Affairs of France, Axelle Lemaire took part of last year’s event. It tells something about the 
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event, that according to Slush CEO in 2014, Miki Kuusi, Mr. Yang’s visit was the first time a high-
ranked Chinese government politician had attended a non-government event abroad.  
 
Only 10 people are in fact employed to make Slush happen, but it is the volunteers who actually 
make everything work. In 2014 there were more than 1,300 volunteers at the event site and over 
600 professional technicians to take care of the technical site. 
 

What happens at Slush:  
 

At Slush there is a lot happening all the time. In 2014 there were five stages, which hosted 
several top-level speakers such as the ministers mentioned earlier, successful CEOs from major 
global companies and also inspiring stories from the startups. Apart from the main stages, there 
are also demo areas where companies can present their solutions. The event site also has several 
different kinds of meeting areas including a traditional Finnish sauna and whole lot of cafeterias 
and restaurant to sit together. Volunteers help to coordinate meeting requests and meeting 
appointments.  
 
Out of the 1396 startups top100 were chosen to participate in the pitching competition. Among 
these 100 companies was also a Dutch startup Tinyloot BV. The winner of the pitching 
competition, a Hungarian startup called Enbritely, pocketed EUR 500 000, double the initial prize 
of EUR 250 000. This investment is the largest prize ever awarded in a competition of this kind. 
The prize sum was raised within 36 hours during Slush from a number of investors and angel 
investors across the world.  
 
Even though Slush is open for any kind of startup, some sectors have been better represented. 
Last year especially enterprise software and mobile technology, gaming, health care and clean 
tech sectors were well organised. For instance health care cluster in Finland and in EU was 
working together to gain more visibility during the event (more info here: 
http://www.slush.org/2014/12/digital-health-finland-whats-next/). 
 
In 2015, Slush organisers expect that future enterprise, industrial internet and big data are the 
big themes, under which we will see a lot of startups. They also expect to have a special track for 
gaming, education and serious gaming, health care and clean tech startups.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.slush.org/2014/12/digital-health-finland-whats-next/

